
The Master’s Tax & Financial Services Individual Tax Packages 

1. Only timely filed returns are eligible, including those filed under a timely request for extension. 

2. Time may be longer when we are out-of-town. 

3. Applies to the tax return where the package was purchased for up to 3 years. Letters must be delivered to our office within 5 business days. 
4. Requires taxpayers to each sign Form 8821; monitoring does not commence until the IRS has processed the Form 8821(s) granting us access to your tax records. 

 

Individual Bronze Tax Package1 Individual Silver Tax Package1 Individual Gold Tax Package1 

 Completion of personal income tax return 

(federal 1040 plus states) 

 Dependent’s income tax returns done with 

70% discount 

 Estimated tax payments calculated with 

completion of tax return only 

 Basic phone or email questions not requiring 

research or calculations 

 Emails and phone calls target returned 

within three business days that we are open2  

 Two 15-minute scheduled phone 

appointments or one 30-minute scheduled 

phone/office appointment outside of filing 

season 

 Review and explain notices received for a 

tax return that we prepared 

 Completion of personal income tax return 

(federal 1040 plus states) 

 Dependent’s income tax returns done with 

70% discount 

 Recalculation of estimated tax payments 

based on client input one time. (Not a 

formal projection.) 

 Basic phone or email questions not 

requiring research or calculations 

 Emails and phone calls target returned 

within two business days that we are open2  

 Four 15-minute scheduled phone 

appointments or two 30-minute scheduled 

phone/office appointment or one 1-hour 

office appointment (or formal projections 

consuming part of that time) outside of 

filing season 

 Reply to IRS notices such as CP-2000 

income matching (i.e., unreported income) 

errors (over $200 value)3  

o Recalculation of correct tax with 

missing income may be an extra charge 

depending on specifics 

o Does not include formal exams (aka 

audits) 

o Does not include going to Appeals 

 

 Completion of personal income tax return (federal 

1040 plus states) 

 Dependent’s income tax returns done with 70% 

discount 

 Recalculation of estimated tax payments based on 

client input including formal projection (limit of 3) 

 Basic phone or email questions not requiring 

research or calculations 

 Emails and phone calls target returned within one 

business day that we are open2  

 Four 15-minute scheduled phone appointments or 

two 30-minute scheduled phone/office 

appointment or one 1-hour office appointment (or 

formal projections consuming part of that time) 

outside of filing season 

 Amended tax returns (includes base amendment 

fee but not the fees for new/additional forms) 

 Monthly IRS transcript monitoring (identify most 

IRS issues before exam/audit process begins, 

potentially avoiding penalties)4  

 Respond to IRS or state government letters: 3  

o Reply to IRS notices such as CP-2000 income 

matching (i.e., unreported income) errors – 

does not include going to Appeals 

o Up to 3 hours of audit representation work 

including new tax calculation for missing 

income (e.g., CP2000), exams, Appeals, 

Collections (over $600 value) 

 

Cost: Regular tax return fee Cost: Regular tax return fee 

+ Plus + 

Larger of 30% of the price of the tax 

return or $125, paid with tax return 

fee 

Cost: Regular tax return fee  

+ Plus + 

Larger of 75% of the price of the tax return 

or $275, paid with tax return fee 

 


